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Where we look in the environment is the most common
decision that we make every day of our lives.

Each of us

takes about 200,000 different glimpses of the world each day,
and these eye fixations are interspersed with saccades that
must be planned, programmed, and executed.

Saccades can be

short and fairly systematic, as when we read a text, or they
can be long and variable, as when we explore a picture or the
world outside our windows.

Somatimes they even seem to be

beyend our control, as when we suddenly shift our heads and
eyes to crient to a new object or persen that has arrived on
the scene.

What determines such elementary visual processas as how
long we look at something and where we move our eyes when
finished?

Studies of saccadic eye movements and fixatien

durations have been made in a number of laboratory situations
such as free viewing (Yarbus, 1967), visual search (Williams,
1967) and reading (Carpenter & Just, 1983; Just & Carpenter,
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1980: Rayner & McConkie, 1976). Eye movementsin reading have
been most closely studied, and research has found the somewhat
surprising result that fixatien duration and saccadic length
seem to be independent of one another (e.g., Andriessen & de
Voogd, 1973).

That is, there appear to be separate control

systems for fixatien duration and saccadic extent.

The "when"

system determines that the eyes are ready to move when the
information extracted from the current foveal view is
sufficient to be integrated into an ongoing understanding of
the text.

The "where" system plans the next saccade according

to parafoveal or peripheral information, such that when the
"when" system signals the go-ahead, the next foveal view tends
to fall near the center of a following word or near the
beginning of a new line of text (McConkie, 1983; O'Regan,
1983; Rayner, 1983).

It is the function of the "where" system

that is impeded when computer displays of text are disturbed
at peripheral distances too far to allow word recognition and
comprehension (see Figure 1).

In freely viewing a scene, it is clear that there are
some visual factors that tend to attract fixations, while
other parts of the scene remain relatively ignored.

For

example, Yarbus (1967) found that when a picture of a human
face is viewed, most fixations tend to fall on the eyes, nose,
and mouth, while others follow the outline of the face.

The

record of saccades and fixations thus fairly well traces out a
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Figure 1. Examples of fixation-dependent displays and words-perminute reading rates (from Rayner, 1978).
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recognizable image of a human face (Figure 2).

Dosome facial

regions attract more fixations than others because they tend
to contain highly-contrastive edges and higher spatial
frequencies?

In that case, the eyes would be seeking out

regions of high information content as determined by the
output of edge detectors and spatial frequency analyzers that
operate in early vision (i.e., before three-dimensional
aspects of the scene are fully analyzed and objects are
recognized).

Eye fixation records such as the one shown in

Figure 3 could result in face-like tracings merely because the
edge of the face and significant features such as the eyes are
areas of fine detail and high in illumination contrast, rather
than being areas of interest for higher cognitive processes.
However, research has shown that eye movements are not
controlled merely by information available in early vision.

Perhaps the best-known demonstrations that visual
features are insufficient to determine fixation location is
the workof Yarbus (1967).

His classic studies showed that if

the free viewing situation were replaced by one in which
people had some specific goal in mind, the pattarn of
fixations over a scene could change dramatically.

Compare

panel 3 ("give the ages of the people" in the photograph) and
panel 6 ("remember the position of people and objects in the
room") in Figure 4, and it is obvious that different purposes
evoke different eye movement strategies when viewing a scene.

3A
Figure 2.
Sample photograph and record of eye fixations and
saccades obtained in three minutes of free viewing (from Yarbus,
1967).

38
Figure 3.
Sample photograph and record of eye fixations and
saccades obtained in two minutes of free viewing (from Yarbus,
1967).

3C
Figure 4.
Sample photograph and records of eye fixations and
saccades obtained in three minutes of viewing under different
instructions (from Yarbus, 1967).
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Fig. 109. Seven records of eye movements by the same subject. Each record lasted 3
minutes. The subject exa.mined tbe reproduetion with boch eyes. 1) Free e.-:amination of
the picture. Before the subsequent recording sessions, tbe subject was asl<:ed to: 2) estimate
the material circumstances of the family in the picture; 3) give the ages of the people;
4) surmise what the family had been doing befere t.be arrival of the •uaexpected visitor•;
5) remember the clothes worn by the people; 6) remember the position of the people and
ob jects in the room; 7) estimate how long the •unexpected Visitor• had been away from the
family.
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Yet even a combination of purely visual factors,
expressed as luminance, color, or texture contrasts in a
static scene, or cognitive factors, such as the viewer's goals
or strategies, remain incapable of explaining all non-random
aspects of eye movement behavior.

Information extracted from

the scene itself can also determine what is fixated, as when
some objets are determined to be unusual, and therefore highly
informative, given their surrounding context (Loftus &
Mackworth, 1973; Figure 5).

Also, the sudden onset of a new

object as well as ether transients, such as motion or flicker
in a scene are known to attract eye fixations.

If where we look in a visual scene has many determinants,
the eye movement control processas must be appropriately
complex.

They must be sensitive to bottem-up information

about the location of informative areas in the scene as
defined by discontinuities or contrasts.

Eye movements must

also be under top-down guidance to afford effective visual
search and skilled behaviors such as reading.

Finally, there

must be some interrupts allowed to direct eye movements toward
areas of interest defined by context or change.

A likely

candidate for coordinating these control processas is visual
attention.

Attention has commonly been viewed as some kind of filter
or gate which determines what aspects of the environment are

Figure 5. Sample displays used in Loftus and Macworth's (1978)
experiment.

GEOFFREY R. LOFTUS AND NOR:VIAN H. MACKWORTH

.----:

Figure 1. An example of a noninformativeobject (the tractor in the top panel) and a corresponding informative object (the octopus in the bottorn panel).
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to be selected for further procesing {e.g., Broadbent, 1958;
see Figure 6).

Eye movements, by this scheme, reflect the

results of attention, as the object selected for the next
fixatien allows for detailed resolution of its component
features. Objects that are not fixated are effectively
filtered out by the relativa lack of high spatial-frequency
analyzers in peripheral vision.

Posner {1980) has distinguished between two kind of
crienting responses that organisms make toward objects of
interest.

Overt crienting is identified with observable head

and eye movements that bring an object into central vision.
Covert orienting, on the ether hand, is the generally
unobservable movement of attention toward some object that
often is followed by an overt eye movement and fixation.
Although covert crienting cannot be directly observed,
laboratory studies of attention have demonstrated its
existence.

For example, Posner, Snyder, and Davidsen {1980;

see Figure 7) showed that a spatial cue given befere a
signal's onset could facilitate the time needed to detect the
signal.

Similarly, if the cue were presented in one location,

and the signal occurred in another, dateetion time was
relatively longer.

Posner et al. defined the costs and

benefits of spatial cues as the differences in performance for
cued trials and neutral trials, on which no spatial cue was
given.

The difference in results between trials on which a

5AFigure 6.

A filter theory of attention (from Broadbent, 1958).

A tentative information-flow diagram for the organism, as conceived at the present time. This diagram includes many of the
views put forward by various workers in recent years : it covers
Brown's research on immediate memory, Deutsch's and Uttley's
on learning and the work on anticipation and refractoriness as
well as that on noise, multi-channel listening and prolonged performance.

58
Figure 7. Schematic representation of stimulus displays used by
Posnar et al., 1980).
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valid spatial cue was given and these for neutral-cue trials
is called the benefit of the cue.

Similarly, the performance

difference between neutral and invalid cue trials is called
the cost.

Some representative data showing eest-benefit

effects in a simple dateetion task are shown in Figure 8.

Although the primary rele of visual attention might well
be to select the area of next fixation, the costs and benefits
observed by Posnar and ethers were obtained within temporal
intervals that were too brief for eye movements.

That is, the

total time between cue onset and display offset was limited to
about 250 ms or less, such that attentional effects were
observable within the time for a single eye fixation.

In order to account for costs and benefits of spatial
cues, a metaphor has commonly been employed that treats
attention like a virtual spotlight that can move around the
visual scene selecting some locations or objects for further
processing, while at the same time filtering out the vast
majority of visual information.

This loss of information is

seen to have some value in preventing the overlead of limitedcapacity higher visual processes.

That is, it is thought that

only one, or at most very few, objects can be recognized at
the same time; i.e., in parallel.

Since it is obvious that

more than one thing can be recognized during a single eye
fixatien {e.g., Sperling, 1960), one of the roles of visual

Figure 8.
Response time
Posner et al. (1980).
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attention is to select from the information available in a
single retinotopic view of the world, some objects for further
processing.

These may include, but are not necessarily

limited to, objects projected near the fovea, as recognition
probability diminishes quickly with eccentricity for small
objects such as standard-sized alphanumeric characters.

Treisman and Gelade (1980) proposed a refinement of the
spotlight model that divided vision into two successive stages
of operation.

In an initia! preattentive stage, all

information registered on the retina during an eye fixatien is
represented in parallel on several feature maps, each specific
to one fundamental visual feature such as edge or line
orientation, color, size, depth, motion, etc.

(see Figure 9).

In addition, there is a master map of locations to which all
of the individual feature maps can be related.

This relation,

however, is only achieved in a secend stage, called focal
attention.

Focal attention is limited to small areas on the

master map of locations, much as in the spotlight metaphor.
Whenever attention is focused on any location, all features
present in the feature maps at that location are integrated
into a whole object.

Thus, although individual features can

be recognized in parallel and without effort throughout the
visual field, it takes attention to integrate these features
into a recognizable object; hence the "Feature-Integration
Theory" (FIT) lable given to Treisman and Gelade's efforts.

Figure 9.
Schematic diagram of selected feature maps and the
location map and spotlight of attention in Triesman and Gelade's
(1980) Feature Integration Theory of attention.
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Feature integration theory was developed to explain three
results obtained by Treisman and Gelade (1980).

First, search

for a target defined by a single, unique feature is executed
in parallel, whereas search for a target defined by a
conjunction of individual features is serial (see Figure 10).
Second, identification of a feature can be better than its
localization, and third, features can miscombine into illusory
conjunctions.

The idea is that features require attention to

be integrated together as well as to be properly placed on the
master map of locations.

Without attention, individual

features are assumed to be relatively free-floating and likely
to be mislocated or incorrectly combined into illusory objects
without the "glue" provided by focal attention.

Therefore,

when a search task demands the dateetion of a single feature
somewhere in a display (such as a horizontal line embedded in
vertical ones, or a red object among blue distractors), it can
be found effortlessly beacuse of its unique activatien in a
particular feature map. Search times on both target present
and target absent trials are short, and, more important,
independent of the number of items in the display. However,
when searching for a conjunctively defined target (such as a
blue horizontal line among red horizontals and blue oblique
lines), search is slower, and response times increase linearly
with the number of display items.

Further, the slopes of the

functions relating response time to number of display elements
tend to be twice as great for target absent (negative) trials

Bi+
Figure 10. Examples of target characters and search displays for
feature and conjunction search tasks.
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as for target present (positive) trials.

This two-to-one

negative-to-positive slope ratio is a traditional hallmark of
serial, self-terminating search (but see Townsend, 1972, for
limitations on the conclusiveness of this reasoning).

Like any good theory, FIT generated much research which
eventually led to many revisions if not outright refutation of
the theory.

The main problems were with the reliability of

each of the three main empirical supports of the theory:

(1)

Parallel search, as operationally defined as a flat

response time by display size function, is not limited to
feature targets; some conjunctions apparently "pop-out" as
well (e.g., Nakayama & Silverman, 1986; Wolfe, Cave, &
Franzel, 1989).

The crucial aspect in visual search appears

to be whether or not the display can be segemented into
potential targets and items that can easily be rejected.

If

some non-targets can be rejected as a set, by having a salient
feature which eliminatas them from being possible targets,
then the remaining items can be searched more efficiently.
This search can even become parallel if there is now a salient
feature which defines the target in the restricted set.

For

example, Egeth, Virzi, and Garbart (1984) found that search
rates could be reduced when looking for a red target if
subjects were told to restriet their search to red items in
advance.

Similarly, Nakayama and Bilverman showed that target
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items differing from distractors in stereoscopie depth or
motion could be found quickly, without searching through
irrelevant items of a different depth or relativa motion from
the target.

On the other hand, serial search for a target

which differs from the distractors in only a single dimension
can be found, if the feature difference is small enough that
each item has to be attended before the difference can be
noticed.

(2) The finding of Treisman and Gelade (1980) that
targets can be detected and even identified without being
localized accurately is difficult to replicate.

In fact, the

assumption that target items are detected, identified and
localized at about the same time and at about the same level
of processing seems to agree with the greater body of
literature (Green, 1991).

(3) Illusory conjunctions are found only rarely, and when
they are, they tend to be between features from neighboring
objects.

The effects of attention are small, at best, and

inconsistent with the idea that features are bound to an
object only with attention, and are freely dissasociated
without attention (Cohen & Ivry, 1989).

Given these problems with the supporting arguments behind
FIT, what has been done to reconcile data and theory?
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Treisman and Sato (1990; see Figure 11) sought to include some
top-down inhibitory processas in their revision of FIT, so
that locations which include features that are inconsistent
with the target desription are inhibited from receiving focal
attention.

This modification of the theory can enable pop-out

of conjunction targets in some circumstances.

Other, more

flexible tacks have been taken in attempts to modify or refute
FIT. The theory of Duncan and Humphreys (1989) assumes that
serial and parallel search in fact reprasent two extrames of a
continuurn of search difficulty that is defined by stimulus
similarity.

Alternatively, the guided search theory of Wolfe

(1994; Wolfe et al., 1989) allows for both bottorn-up and topdown constraints to limit search to salient and important
objects.

Let us consider the Duncan and Humphreys theory

first (see Figure 12).

Like Treisman and Gelade (1980), Neisser (1967) and many
other theorists, Duncan and Humphreys (1989) believe that
attention consists of two stages: an initial, parallel feature
registration phase, and a following serial processing stage in
which objects are identified.

In the initial stage, object

features are used to define weights of display items according
to two pinciples: (1) objects get higher weights as the number
of features that they share with a target template inceases,
and (2) objects that have many features in common share their
weights in a pooling operation.

In a second stage, items are

lift
Figure 11.
A revised version of Feature Integration Theory
allowing for inhibition of locations containing features that
mismatch these of a target (from Triesman and Sato, 1990).
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selected for entry into a visual short-ter.m memory (VSTM)
which processas one item at a time, although more than one
item might be in VSTM.

If the target is not found, the items

in VSTM are discarded, and a new set is selected for entry.
This continues until a target is found or until the remaining
display items' weights are below some threshold, and a
negative response is made.

Duncan and Humphreys (1989) predicted that search will be
efficient if there is a large difference between targets and
distractors, or if the distractor set is homogeneous, or both.
Search will be inefficient if there is a small targetdistractor difference or if the distractor set is
heterogenous, or both.

The idea is that the target is likely

to be the first, or one of the first, items entered into VSTM
if there is a large target-distractor difference, and
distractors are likely to receive the same low weight and be
rejected as a set if they are homogeneous.

Tradeoffs between

target-distractor and distracter-distractor similarity effects
result in a search efficency surface that reduces to
and

11

11

Serial 11

parallel 11 searches as special cases.

Wolfe (1994) also proposed that visual search could be
decomposed into a parallel preattentive stage and a serial
focal attentive stage.

In the preattentive stage of his

guided search model (see Figure 13), items in the display

1211Figure 13. A schematic representation of the guided search model
of Wolfe (1994).
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receive activation from two sources: bottorn-up activation from
object salienee (mainly defined as local feature contrasta
between any object and its naarest neighbors in the display),
and top-down activation in proportion to how much any object
has features that match a target template.

These two sourees

of activation combine to produce an overall activation map
with peaks associated with salient, target-like items.

Focal

attention then examines the peaks in deseending order of
activation level, until a target is found or some activation
threshold is reached, when search stops with a negative
response.

In order to fit the data from studies showing a

significant set size effect on search times, Gaussian noise is
added to the activation functions, otherwise the target is
likely to pop-out, and parallel search results.

All search models presurne that featural differences among
items, and featural similarities to target templates determine
the likelibood that any item will be selected for focal
attention and detailed processing.

These models beg the

question of what visual dimensions qualify as fundamental
features that can serve as the basis of attentive selection.
Traditionally, it was thought that any attribute of a visual
stimulus that can be used to segment display areas into those
items that have the attribute and those that do not qualifies
that attribute as a fundamental visual feature.

In other

words, if attribute differences can form a contour between

14
sets of items that share the attribute and these that do not,
the attribute satisfies that segregation criterion for an
early visual feature.

For some time it was believed that any feature that
allows segregation also paps out when the feature defines a
target in visual search.

That is, any feature that can define

a contour boundary, as in figure-ground segregation, should
also promate parallel search if the same feature uniquely
defines a target in a search task.

These results would be

consistent with the view that features can be used for figureground segregation as well as for efficient search in early
vision, befare the application of focal attention and higherlevel processas such as volumetrie perception and object
recognition.

This correspondence is apparently true for many

fundamental features, such as illumination, color,
orientation, motion, and depth (see Figure 14).

The corollary

to this idea is that feature conjunctions usually fail to
define a readily visible boundary between groups of items, and
they also typically fail to pop out as targets in a visual
search task (see Figure 15).

For certain feature conjunctions, however, the
parallelism breaks down.

For example, Wolfe (1992) cites an

example of color conjunction targets that promate parallel
search but do not allow texture segregation (see Figure 16).

Figure 14.
Display showing elements differing in orientation
that promate both effortless texture segmentation and parallel
visual search (from Wolfe, 1992).
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conjunction that result in no segmentation and serial search
(from Wolfe, 1992).
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search (from Wolfe, 1992).
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Similarly, there are orientation conjunctions that lead to
good segregation but difficult, serial search (see Figure 17).
Wolfe argues that although the same early vision processes are
usually at the heart of texture segregation and target pop-out
in search, there are times when other processas are involved
which selectively influence either segmentation or search
alone.

For example, segregation without parallel search seems

to occur when multiple items create a compound cue unavailable
in a single item.

A region with identical orientation

conjunctions appears ordered and structured, and this
appearance disappears as the field shrinks to a single item.
Similarly, top-down processas can combine with early visual
analyses in guided search to produce parallel search for a
conjunction target, even though groups of such targets do not
segregate automatically from their background.

Examples are

given in the figures.

Although attention can be directed to areas of high
salienee and contrast, it is not the case that such areas of a
scene draw attention automatically any more than areas of high
contrast automatically attract eye movements.

In fact, a

highly salient visual feature, such as a uniqualy colored
object, is no more likely than any of a set of similarly
colored objects to attract attention if the viewer knows that
color is irrelevant in the search task.

Jonides & Yantis

(1988) tested a number of stimulus dimensions for their

/)/f
Figure 17. Dislpay showing elements differing in conjunction of
orientations that promote effortless segmentation but serial
search (from Wolfe, 1992).
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ability to attract attention, including unique color, unique
brightness, and unique onset.

The other items in the display

were the same in the tested dimensions.

The task was to

detect a single target character among a set of ebaraters when
it was known that the unique feature was irrelevant.

When the

target was the unique item, response times were shorter and
more accurate only when the unique feature was sudden onset of
a character.

Yantis and Jonides concluded that although

subjects could use such information as size and color when it
predicted the location of the target, they could also ignore
it when it had no predictive validity.

The abrupt onset of a

potential target character is a different type of cue,
however, and its presence cannot be ignored.

Rather, an

abrupt onset character seems to capture attention
automatically, despite the oberver's intantions or awareness.

These results are consistent with a classic study by
Jonides (1981) which showed that the type of cue used to
indicate the spatial position of a target has a large effect
on the costs and benefits of the cue.

Jonides used a central

arrow to point to one of eight characters located in a ring
around the central cue.

The cue usually pointed to the target

(valid cue trials), but somatimes the target occurred in a
non-cued position (invalid cue trials).

The difference in

response times on valid and invalid cue trials is called the
"cost plus benefit" of the cue.

Jonides found that as the
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validity of the central arrow cue was reduced to chance, the
effectiveness of the cue as measured by costs plus benefits
also diminished.

In a second experiment he changed the cue

such that rather than occurring at the central fixation point,
it occurred outside the circle of letters and pointed inward
to one of the positions in the ring.

In this case, reducing

the validity of the cue had no effect on the costs plus
benefits; cues presented in peripheral vision had effects that
were just as large when they had chance validity as when they
were highly valid (see Figure 18).

Jonides (1981) interpreted his results to mean that there
is a fundamental difference between the effects of centra!, or
symbolic cues, and peripheral, abrupt onset cues.

Symbolic

cues are treated as instructions which indicate where
attention should be voluntarily allocated in a top-down
fashion.

If the observers have no reason to believe that the

cues are valid, they can be effectively ignored.

Abrupt onset

cues in peripheral vision are different however.

Rather than

informing the observer where attention should be directed,
they capture attention automatically, thus having strong
effects on perception whether the observer trusts them to be
valid or not.

Sudden onsets operate in a data-driven, bottorn-

up way to summon attention to their location.

Muller and

Rabbitt (1989) compared the effects of centra!, symbolic cues,
and abrupt onset, peripheral cues and concluded that their

!iA
Figure 18.

Data from a spatial cuing study by Jonides (1981).

Mean Reaction Times and Mean Error Proportions for the
Two Conditions of Experiments.
Artend

Condition
Validity

Peripheral RT
Errors

lgnore

Valid

lnva/id

Valid

lnva/id

666 (155)
.039 (.042)

761 (120)
.067 (.029)

714 (150)
.061 (.042)

812 (131)
.086 (.026)

679 (149)
.045 (.046)

740 (113)
.070 (.026)

763 (197)
.050 (.035)

761 (122)
.045 (.020)

Cue
Central

RT

Errors

The values in parentheses each represent one standard deviation from the respective means.
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effects differed in several ways:

(1) onset cues have larger

costs and benefits than sy.mbolic cues,

(2) onset cues produce

faster rise times in their effects, beginning within 50 ms of
the cue and reaching a peak within 100 to 200 ms before the
efffects diminish, whereas sy.mbolic cues take about 100 ms to
begin to show an effect, reaching a peak after 250 ms which
can be maintained indefinitely, and (3) onset cues cannot be
ignored, whereas sy.mbolic cues can.

The conclusion is that

abrupt onsets in peripheral vision function uniqualy as
automatic attractors of attention.

These differences between onset cues and sy.mbolic cues
have been used by Muller and Rabbitt (1989) and Juola, Koshino
and Warner (1995) to argue that attention is not a unitary
process.

Rather, it appears that there might be different

types of attentional processas depending on different neural
substrates of the visual system.

The sudden onset of a

potential target triggers activity in the tecto-pulvinar
pathway, primarily invalving connections between magnocellular
pathways from the retina and lateral geniculate nucleus of the
thalamus to the superior colliculus and eye movement control
systems in the brainstem.

These non-cortical structures have

evolved to serve the crienting response in lower animals, and
function to attract attention and eye movements to sudden
onsets in primates.

Sy.mbolic cues, on the other hand,

generally depend on the geniculo-striate pathway involving
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parvocellular connections from the retina and lateral
geniculate to the primary visual cortex.

From there, pathways

to the pariatal lobe, the frontal eye fields, and back to the
thalamus provide information for the voluntary control of
attention and eye movements {LaBerge,. 1995; see Figures 19,
20, 21, and 22}.

In humans, it is possible to pit the two attentional
systems against one another in order to study the effects of
top-down control of automatic systems as well as automatic
interrupts of controlled processes.

Both Yantis and Jonides

{1990} and Theeuwes {1991} have shown that if attention is
focused voluntarily in response to a symbolic cue, the sudden
appearance of a periheral cue in another location will have
little effect.

Similarly, when we {Juola, et al., 1995}

presented both a symbolic cue and an abrupt onset cue on a
single trial {see Figures 23 and 24}, the onset cues almest
always dominated the effects of symbolic cues.

Only if the

symbolic cues were presented in advance, and observers had
reasens to doubt the validity of the onset cues, did symbolic
cues generally have larger effects on target recognition
responses.

We also showed that the effects of the two types

of cues are independent, consistent with the idea that they
operate on different pathways in the visual system.
are shown in Figures 25 and 26.

The data

l1A
Figure 19. Some subcortical neural pathways of visual attention
(from LaBerge, 1995).

PPC

extraecular mus cl es

Major conneenons of the superior col!iculus (represemed here by
irs superficial, SC,, and deep, SCá> !avers) with corrical areas. the pulvinar
nucleus of the thalamus, the basal ganglia (BG), and the oculomotor nuclei
that innervare the extraecular eve muscles. Solid lines indicate excir.atorT, ::~nd
the dasbed line inhibitory, connections. (Based on Schiller. 1984; Sparks.
1986.)

Figure 20. The primary cortical projection area of vision (from
Goodale, 1996).
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IRetina
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I

~

~~LGNd~~

c:::==~:>

Postenor
Parietal
Cortex

Primary
Vis ual
Cortex

Inferotemporal
Cortex
Schematic diagram showing major routes whereby retina! input reaches dorsal
and ventral streams. Diagram of macaque brain (right hemisphere) on right of figure shows
approximate routes of cortico-cortical projedions from prirnary visual cortex to posterior
parietal and inferotemporal cortex, respectively. (LGNd: lateral geniculate nucleus, pars dorsalis; Pulv: pulvinar: SC superior colliculus.)

Figure 21.
Some cortical neural pathways of visual attention
(from LaBerge, 1995).

PPC~

\~DLPFC
pulvin ar

__ I

VLPFC

V4 .____. IT

Major brain areas involved in attending to a visual object.
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Figure 22.
A schematic diagram of cortical areas involved in
visual attention and their hypothesized connections
(from
LaBerge, 1995).

ACC

PPC

.-\nterior and posterior cortica! areas involved in visua! attention:
the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), dorsolateral prefromal cortex (DLPFCl.
and ven trolareral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC).
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In studying the effects of symbolic and abrupt onset cues
on peception, we were struck with the differences across
studies examining age effects on visual perception and
attention. Our initial motivation was based on the werk of
Rabbitt (1979) and Hasher and Zacks .(1979; 1988) who claimed
that certain automatic components of behavier should show
smaller aging effects than controlled behaviors such as
voluntary attention.

A review of the aging and attention

literature showed, however, that all possible results had
already been found; that is, some studies report that older
observers show smaller effects for symbolic cues than younger
adults, whereas ethers show the reverse.

Similarly,

cernparisens between the effects of peripheral or onset cues
and symbolic cues in young and older sdults have found mixed
results (see Juola, Koshino, Warner, McMickell, & Peterson,
1997, fora review).

We (Juola, et al., 1997) used the methodology in which
both types of cues (symbolic or peripheral) were present on
each trial.

One group of participante in each age group

(Group 1) was instructed to attend to both cues, because both
were equally valid (75%) overall.

The ether group (Group 2)

was told to attend only to the generally valid central arrow
(symbolic) cue, as the abrupt onset of one display character
(the peripheral cue) was unrelated to whether or not it was
the target (25% validity).

Zo AFigure 23.
Examples of stimulus patterns used by Juola et al.
(1995). A target character (2 or 5) is presented along with two
distractor characters (from the set 3,6,9). Central arrowand
abrupt onset cues were used in Exp. 1, whereas peripheral arrow
and abrupt onset cues were used in Exp. 2.
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The results showed that both young and elderly adults
were equally adept at using the central arrow cues to attend
to the cued position. That is, there was little age effect on
the costs and benefits of centra!, symbolic cues.

For the

peripheral, abrupt onset cues, however, there were marked age
effects.

The elderly subjects' attention was invariably

captured by the abrupt onset cue, and they showed no evidence
of being able to suppress an automatic attentional response as
did the younger subjects in some conditions.

Furthermore,

once their attention was captured, they showed extreme
difficulty in releasing their attention from an invalid onset
cue.

Rather, if the onset was invalid, response times were

always very slow and the error rates approached chance levels
in some conditions for the elderly subjects (see Figures 25
and 26).

Thus the results of our study of aging effects on
attention support the aarlier conclusion that there are
different kinds of attention in the visual system that
presumably eperata in different neural substrates.

Automatic

orientation responses to onsets and possibly ether transient
signals rely on non-cortical pathways involved in overt
crienting responses and involuntary eye movements.

Voluntary

attention, on the ether hand, is related to visual search and
reading in that cortical mechanisms control attentional
allocation and eye movements.

When these two attentional

L I tt

Figure 25.
RT and error data from Exp. 1 (centra! arrow and
onset cues) and Exp. 2 (peripheral arrow and onset cues) from
Juola et al. (1995).
The data are shown separately for four
groups of participants who were instructed about the relative
validity (25% or 75%) of each of the two cues.
Within each
group, the data are shown separately, from left to right, for
conditions in which both cues were valid, only arrow cues were
valid, only onset cues were valid, or neither cue was valid.
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Figure 26. Costs plus benefits in RT and error data from both
experiments of Juola et al. (1995).
The large, hand-printed
numbers are the averages across conditions in both experiments,
indicating independenee between cue effects in Exp. 1 and
dependenee between cue effects in Exp. 2.
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systems are placed in conflict, the involuntary system usually
wins out, as it should for adaptive reasons.

However, at

least for younger adults, it is possible for voluntary
attentional responses to suppress and curtail automatic
attentional responses when attention is previously focused on
some task or when it is known that the peripheral cue is
irrelevant for the task at hand.

CONCLUSIONS
Over 100 years ago william James (1890) defined attention
as a process that determines the contents of consciousness.
Today we understand attentional processas little better than
the construct of consciousness itself.

However, we do know,

as James anticipated, that attention receives inputs both from
bottem-up sensory processas and from top-down cognitive
processes, and our conscious, perceptual experience of
"seeing" is always a combination of some sensory input
combined with higher-level knowledge, strategie biases, and
real-time constraints imposed by limited processing capacity.
As a result, we somatimes misperceive what is presented, and
we completely lose most visual information in terms of its
having some effect on our current or future behavior.

Nonetheless, we are able to pinpoint effects of bottem-up
and top-down processas in most interesting visual tasks, such
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as detection, recognition, search, and reading.

For example,

voluntary allocation of attention to a specific position in
space facilitates dateetion of a stimulus presented at the
attended location (Posner, et al., 1980). Such facilitation is
due to excitatory processas in thalamo-cortical links between
the retinotopic projections of the attended region as well as
to inhibition of outputs from non-attended regions (LaBerge,
1995).

Similar effects of spatial cuing have been found in

more complex tasks such as stimulus recognition (Jonides,
1981; Juola et al., 1995), such that not only low-level
processes, such as dateetion of a visual transient, but also
higher-level cognitive functions like recognition and
understanding can benefit from the positive effects of valid
spatial cues.

Such beneficia! effects of attention across a variety of
visual tasks have supported the argument that visual attention
is not a single, monolithic process.

Rather it appears that

attentional resources can be allocated to early visual
processes, to favor some sensory pathways and their primary
projection areas over others, and it can also be allocated to
higher level processas in order to promote certain search and
eye movement strategies when viewing a scene or reading for
comprehension.

In visual inspeetion or search, bottom-up

processas denote the locations of feature contrasts in the
scene, which can result in selection of objects or locations
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that contain highly contrastive featural elements.

Such

contrasta also produce early visual phenomena such as contour
definition and texture segregation as well as target pop-out
in visual search. Top-down processas are important in defining
target features and activating

cand~date

objects that share

features with the target. It is also likely that there are
complmentary inhibitory processas oparating to prevent
attending to irrelevant items.

In reading, bottom-up processas affect both word
recognition (foveal vision) and eye movement guidance
(peripheral vision), whereas top-down processas affect mainly
the integration of information garnered from the current
foveal view with an ongoing representation of the text base.
In other words, the hypothesized "when" and "where" systems in
reading not only receive inputs from different sensory
pathways, but they differ markedly in terms of the top-down
contribution to their efficient oparation in reading.

Differences between the effects of central, or symbolic
cuing, and perpiheral cuing with abrupt onset stimuli further
support the arguments for separate attentional systems.

We

have found additive cuing effects for central arrow cues and
abrupt onset cues, whereas peripheral arrow cues typically
have interactiva effects with abrupt onsets (Juola, et al.,
1995).

Similarly, there appears to be a dissociation between
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age and cuing effects, demonstrated by similar effects of
central cues, but wildly different effects of abrupt onset
cues across age groups from young to elderly adults.

It

appears as though voluntary attentional control in the absence
of competing demands is similar for young and elderly adults.
However, the sudden appearance of a new object, which
typically captures the attention of young adults, has more
devastating effects on the attentional processas of the
elderly.

Young adults, when their attention is voluntarily

guided elsewhere, can suppress to some extent the automatic
attention-capturing potential of an abrupt-onset cue.

Also,

if the cue is invalid, young adults can reeover in time to
reallocate their attention to ether display areas in order to
find the target. Neither capability seems to be present in
elderly adults.

They seem relatively incapable of suppressing

an automatic attentional response to a peripheral onset, and,
once captured, they cannot reallocate their attention in time
to find the target elsewhere in a brief display.

The results from the elderly observers are somewhat
different than these expected based on the hypothesis that
automatic components of attention should remain relatively
intact whereas controlled attention should show deficits with
aging {e.g., Haser & Zacks, 1979).

The elderly observers

showed no deficit in their use of cues to control attention
voluntarily, but their ability to suppress and redirect
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attention in the face of abrupt onsets was impaired.

These

results are entirely consistent with the inhibition deficit
hypothesis (Hasher, Stoltzfus, Zacks, & Rympa, 1991; Hasher &
Zacks, 1988) which states that an inability to inhibit
responses to irrelevant events contributes to many age-related
declines in cognitive functioning.

In summary, there exists a variety of evidence from
studies of visual search, reading, spatial cuing,
neurophysiological substrates of vision, and the effects of
aging on attention and perception that points to the existence
of at least two types of attentional systems oparating in
vision.

One is under stimulus control and tends to capture

attention automatically through the oparation of primitive,
non-cortical brain processes, whereas the other is under
cognitive control by cortical mechanisms and tends to direct
attention strategically.
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